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COMPI£TB SPECIFICATION

A New or Improved Flooring

tJ^'
Roberto Pxodi, an Italian citizen, of Figure 8 is a part cross-sectional view on

12, via Porro, Turin, Italy, do hereby declare an enlarged scale of two contiguous mem-
the mvention, for which I pray that a patent bars according to Figure 7 ready for
may be granted to me. and the method by assembly:

3 wMch it is to be performed, to be particu- Figure 9 is a cross-sectional view of a 50
larly described in and by the following member on a middle horizontal plane at the
statement:— comer of said member at which the ends of

This mvention relates to a flooring of the its m<atises meet;

in
comprising equal quadrangular mem- Figure 10 is a plan view of a plurality of

bers of rubber or similar material, which assembled elements; and 55^.

are pa-ovided with two tenons and two mor- Figure 11 is a plan view of a modified
tises for interengagement of their edges, and element construction,
m which said tenons are provided on two Referring to the drawings, the improved
a^acent

_
edges and said mortises on the flooring comprises rubber members of

15 other adjacent edges and are of undercut quadrangular, preferably rectangular or 60
shape m cross-section. square, shape. The members are formed on.

_
Accordmg to the invention each tenon has two adjacent sides with an undercut tenon 2

Its one end flush with the bottom of the and on thdr two otiier sides with slots or
niof^e provided in the edge of the member mortises 3 matching the tenons for inter-
which intersects the edge canying said engagement of the members to fram a con- 65
tenon and its other end spaced from the tinuous surface (Figure 4).
comer of the member at which the two The upper portion or layer 1 of the mem-
edges of the latter carrying its two tenons ber is made of hard wearing rubber with-
m^t. standing the action of atmospheric agaits,

25 In order that this invMition may more ultra-violet rays and agdng gmerally, whilst 70
readiN be understood and further features its lower portion or face 44s made substan-
thereof appreciated, several embodhnents of tially thinner than the upper portion 1, pre-
the same will now be described by way of ferably of softer, even spongy rubber in
example only, with reference to the accom- order to confer to the floonng a high adapt-

30 panying drawings in which:- ability to bearing surfaces which are not 75
Figure 1 is a plan view of one of the truly smooth and a satisfactory adherence

flooring members according to the inven- thereto.
tion: If desired, the lower portion can be made

from an inexpensive rubber mix including
a filler of cotton or other material for the 80
sake of economy.
Grooves 5 can be cut at the base of the

Figure 2 is a view from below of a floor-
35 ing member according to the invention;

Figure 3 is a sectional view on the line
Ill-m of Figure 2; ^

Figure 4 is a plan view (rf a plurality of flooring member and these confine lugs 6
intercoimected membors: for the purpose of impromg aeration of the

40 Figure 5 is a sectional view on line V-V Iowa: flooring portion. 8$
of Figure 4; _ In the construction shown in Figure 6,
Figure 6 shows a modification (rf Figure 5 the members are formed at thar edges with

on an railar^ scale; top seatings accommodating strips 7 for
™iure 7 IS a jplan view of a modified sealing the joints.^..t^^^. ijljg jjienj^ejs bg gf gjjy colour and 90
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even of diiferent materials, provided they are
similar in properties to rubber.

In the construction shown in Figure 7 the
flooring is made of a plurality of rectangu-

5 lar rubber members 10 preferably made up
of two rubber layers interconnected on
moulding.
Each member is conveniently of a length

twice its width. This spedal sizing of the

10 individual members has been deliberately

selected in view of the fact that, on cooling,

the moulded rubber shrinks to varying ex-

tents in different directions, partly as a con-
sequence of the direction of calendering on

J5 the raw mix.
In fact, a member moulded in a square

mould would on cooing become rectangular,

which would entail considerable difficulties

in distinguishing the larger from the smaller

of the law rubber is not token care of in

placing it into the mould, the mortises and
tenons might result arbitrarily on non-

25 matching longer and shorter rides.

The rectangular form of the element fidly

avoids these drawbacks as it clearly distin-

guiriies both on moulding and laying the

longer side of the individual members wifh-

30 out the need for a particular mark, whereby
variations in size of the members, where the
blanks have been,all calendered in the same
direction, are minimised.

As in the previously described construc-

35 tions, the members 10 are formed with
tenons 11 and 12 on two adjacent sides

interchanging with the conti
'

and with mortises 13, 14 in
. .two sides.

40 Generally, with elements of the preferred

rectangular form shown in Figure 7. the

tenon on the longer side of one member is

fitted into the mortise in the longer side of

the adjacent member by relatively sliding

45 the members in a longitudinal direction,

interengagement of two adjacent members
by their shorter sides bdng effected by snap
action by a pressure directed perpendicu-

larly to the jdnt liiie.

50 The tenons on the members are shaped in

cross section to an arrow prant 12A pro-

vided with a stem 12B connecting it to the

edge of the member. The point 12A is

slightly smaller m size than the mortise

55 portion ISA adaptaed to receive it in flie co-

operating member. Moreover, the stem is

of a length b slightly exceeding the length

a of the co-operating mortise portion 13B.

This particular sizmg of the mortises and
€0 tenons was deliberately selected in order to

facilitate snapping of the members into one
another, which might fail if both mortises

and tenons were made of the.same size.

The surfoces of the member edge above
€5 and below the tenon, denoted by IS in

Figure 8, forms, with a horizontal plane ex-

tending throu^ the tenon, an angle c
slightly less than 90° in order to ensure an
exact contact of the edges of adjacent mem-
bers. 70

It will be seen from Figure 7 that the
tenons are slightly shorter in length than the

edge of tlie member from wliich they extend.
As shown in Figure 9, wliich is a hori-

zontal section view of a member at the 15
region adjacent the comer 17 at which tiie

mortises of said member meet, the ends of

said mortises are closed, whereby the
rubber-filled angle lOA is strengthened
against yielding. SO

According to the construction shown in

Figure 11 the tenons comprise projections
such at 22A, 22B. 22C etc. and 21A, 21B.
21C etc. separatd by gaps or recesses.

This structure is more particularly suit- 85
able for tine shorter sides of the members
which are assembled by snap action under
pressure mstead of by sliding the tenon
along the mortise. The mortise may prefer-

ably be made continuous in the longer side 90
and discontinuous in the shorter side of the
member for flie sake of assembly of the
latter under pressure in a perpendicular
direction lietween two members with respect
to the edge to be connected as well as of 4 95
firm assembly against lateral displacements.
WHAT I CLAIM IS:
1. Flooring comprising equal quad-

rangular members of rubber or similar

materialTsuch members being provided with 100
two tenons and two mortises for interen-

gagement of flieir edges, said tenons being
provided on two adjacent edges and said
mortises on the otiier adjacent edges of each
member and being of undercut shape in 105
cross-section, wherein each tenon has its

one end flush vrith the bottom of the mor-
tise provided in tiie edge of the member
intersecting the edge carrying said tenon and
its other end spaced from the comer of the ] 10
member at which the two edges of the latter

carrying said two tenons meet.
2. Flooring according to Claim 1. where-

in an upper portion of each membo: is made
of hard-wear rubber, its lower portion being 115
made of softer rubber, such as spongy
rubber.

3. . Flooring according to any of llie pre-
ceding claims, wherdm the members are
formed on their lower faces with grooves for 120
aeration purposes.

4. Flooring according to any of the pre-

ceding claims, wherein seatings are formed
along the edges of the members for accom-
modating strips sealing the joints. 125

5. Flooring according to Claim 1. where-
in the tenons on the members are shaped to

an arrow-point, provided with a stem con-
necting with the edges of the member, said

arrow-point being slightly smaller in size 130
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than the portion of the co-operating mortise
in adjacent member, the stem slightly ex-
ceeding in length the portion of its co-
operating mcHtise.

5 6. Flooring according to claim 5. where-
in a portion of the edge of the member
above and below the taion is somewhat out-
wardly inclined towards the latter to provide
accurate juxtaposition of the top edges of

10 adjacent members.
7. Flooring according to claim 1, where-

in the adjacent ends of the mortises in two
adjacent edges of the same member are
closed.

J5 8. Flooring as clauned in claim 1, where-
in the tenons are intorupted by gaps.

9. Flooring according to any of fte pre-
ceding claims, wherdn the members are rect-
angular in shape, their length beine twice

aO thek width.
^

10. Flooring substantiallsr as hereinbe-
fore described with reference to and as
shown by Figures 1 to S of the accompany-
ing drawings.

11. Fkxmng according to daim 10. 25
modified substantially as h^ceinbefoie de-
scribed with reference to and as shown by
Figure 6 of the acconmanying drawings.

12. Flooring acconung to claim 10,
modified substantially as hereiabefore de- 30
scribted with reference to and as shown by
Figures 7, 8 and 10, or Figures 7, 9 and 10
of the accompanying drawings,

13. Flooring according to any of claims
10 to 12. modified substantially as herein- 35
before described with reference to and as
shomi by ngure 11 of fbs accompanying
drawings.
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